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Jana Alonso is an integrative healing expert, a best-selling author, and
the founder of The School of Integrative Healing. Integrative Healing is
an all-encompassing system of healing, life, and business that is a long-
term approach to true, holistic transformation. These healing practices
are a large part of Jana’s life’s work and the essence of all of her
teachings. 

Jana is a firm believer in having fun whilst doing the personal and
business work. She believes that you can have it all - wealth, health,
success, and greatness, as well as rest, joy, love, connection, and
lightness - even during challenging times. Jana guides her clients to
open themselves up to higher and higher levels of abundance in all of
her offerings through multiple self-healing modalities.

meet Jana

J A N A
A L O N S O

WEALTH EXPANDER DYSLEXIC BILINGUAL SPEAKERHUMAN
INNOVATOR VISIONARY ALCHEMIST REVOLUTIONARY
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How it Started
 INTEGRATIVE

HEALING
In 2013, Jana was diagnosed with anxiety, depression, and an eating
disorder. She saw many health professionals over the next three years,
and even though she didn’t get significantly better, she had a personal
trainer say something she’ll never forget:

“It doesn’t have to be like this.”

That sentence is what motivated Jana to take her health and healing
into her own hands. It lit a fire in her belly so big that she made it her
life’s work to not only heal herself, but guide other humans on their
healing journeys as well, so that they no longer have to “just take a pill
and shut up”.

Over the next few years, Jana studied a multitude of typical healing
modalities (yoga, meditation, nutrition) and found that although she
felt better, something was still missing. This feeling intensified in 2017
when Jana’s mother was diagnosed with terminal cancer and Jana
became her full time carer. 

This extreme situation forced Jana to contemplate life on a much
deeper level as she faced the topic of mortality every day. This constant
reminder committed her to her soul's work, and she became
determined to understand healing, human behaviour and what is
possible to create in our ultimately finite human lives. 
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Jana went on to study trauma, the nervous system, relationships,
sexuality, shamanic medicine and emotional clearing. She realised that
even though the modalities were helpful individually, they were much
stronger together. Many people in the healing space were (and still
are) only teaching just one piece of the healing puzzle (ie. one
modality), but true, holistic healing and change only come when you
put the pieces together. It was because of this that Jana founded The
School of Integrative Healing (TSIH).
TSIH is a place where humans come together to learn multiple
modalities from multiple dimensions, ALL in one place. Jana shares her
10+ years of personal implementation and study to individuals around
the world who are ready to transform their realities.

TSIH is geared toward high achievers, entrepreneurs, and those who
want to live EXTRAORDINARY lives. Jana strongly believes that with
the right tools and understanding, we all can - and should - live
extraordinary lives. Her wish for everyone is that when they grow old,
they can look back at their lives knowing they lived in abundance, love,
and true joy.

All of this work is in honour of her mother’s life and legacy. 
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Integrative Nutrition

Emotional
Clearing

Inner Child Alchemy

Shamanic Medicine Connecting with
Your Soul's Journey
Masculine &
Feminine Dynamics

Energy Medicine
& Trauma

Integrative Healing combines multiple dimensions and modalities for
holistic self-healing. All bodies and modalities are intertwined, and you
need to address all of them to truly heal.

All of Jana's offers include these practices as well as belief work around
money, manifestation, business, and more!

Chronic Stress,
Trauma &

Hormone Health

Cyclical Living

Reprogramming the
Unconscious Mind 

Realtionships
Shadow Work
Sexuality

Becoming the
Creator of Your Life

Manifestation

 INTEGRATIVE HEALING
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Services

healing, certifications & mentorship
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1:1 LUXURY WEEKEND
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The 1:1 Luxury Weekend is a bespoke healing accelerator for visionaries,
leaders and peak performers curated to each individual’s needs in order to
maximise the impact of this 3-day immersive experience. The Weekend is
hosted in Ibiza, Spain, with accommodation at either of the following
destinations:

option two
SIX

SENSES
IBIZA

option one
JANA'S
HOME



1:1 LUXURY WEEKEND

Directly clears lifelong patterns at the root

Around appropriate topics such as:
Romantic relationships as a high-achieving woman
Leadership
Team building
Challenge resolution
Etc.

A full-body screening, hormone panel & DNA testing 

A personalised IV vitamin and supplement treatment

Permanent Transformational Therapy

Neurological reprogramming 

Emotional & trauma clearing 

High-level peak performance coaching

Support with manifestation and desire building
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Because each weekend is personalised to the needs, goals and desires of
the client, each weekend will be a unique, one-off experience. Some of the
things that may be included (if appropriate) are:

€50k for a 3-day weekend

Sessions will be held with Jana and/or some of Jana’s trusted IH experts who
are the best in the world at what they do.



€120k for 12 monthsPayment plans are available upon request.

What's Included:
1 year of high-level 1:1 mentorship (up to 2 calls/mo)

1 year of exclusive WhatsApp access to Jana

2 bespoke, in-person weekend accelerators with
Jana in Ibiza (one in month 1, one in month 6)
(valued alone at €100,000)

Access to Jana's board of world-renowned IH
experts (in-person & online)

1 year membership in TSIH

TSIH Business Mastermind membership (optional)

Access to all of Jana's programs (optional)

Monthly Emotional Clearing sessions

6 full-body Comprehensive Health Analyses
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BESPOKE 1:1 - 12 MONTHS
The Bespoke 1:1 VIP container is an intimate mentorship experience for the
high-achieving woman looking to grow exponentially in every aspect of her
life: from her physical health, her resilience, leadership, capacities for
intimacy, self love + her life's work. 

Jana’s high level of mastery and widespread training in multiple healing
modalities over the past 11 years makes her approach unlike any other.
Included in this package is 12 months of direct guidance and healing
practices from Jana: exclusive Whatsapp access to Jana: two bespoke, in-
person weekend accelerators with Jana in Ibiza (one in month 1, one in
month 6), membership to The School of Integrative Healing, 
 Comprehensive Health Analyses, access to Jana’s Board of World-
Renowned Integrative Healing experts, and more.

Jana only takes on 5 clients per year.  If you are interested, inquire now.



Work with Jana
1:1 VIP EXPERIENCES

Email info@janaintegrativehealing.com to register for

1:1 LUXURY
WEEKEND

ELITE 1:1 VIP -
12 MONTHS
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TSIH BUSINESS MASTERMIND

A 2-day, in-person business training held in Ibiza, choose from 1st &
2nd of June 2023 or 19th & 20th October 2023 (valued at €20,000)
Access to a private Facebook group for humans in this tier 

Includes monthly challenges to propel your business,
specialised trainings + peak performance support coaches. 

12 group strategy and Q&A calls with Jana (an opportunity to get 1:1
support from Jana on business strategy + challenges)
Multidimensional Business (a comprehensive and extensive
business training that will catapult your results -  valued at €5555)

The TSIH Business Mastermind is for peak performing entrepreneurs
who desire to take a multidimensional approach to business. This
revolutionary method combines high-level business strategies with
multi-dimensional healing modalities that, together, allow members to
become energetically resonant with exponential growth.

This membership includes: 

Also included with the Business Mastermind membership is the option
to join the TSIH Certification course (valued at €25,000), which
provides a deeper understanding of the healing work associated with
mastering manifestation. It teaches how to alchemise wounds and
traumas in order to create more wealth, success, and greatness in life.
A full list of what is included in the Certification can be found on
subsequent pages.

€40k for 12 months
Payment plans are available upon request.

an intimate business mastermind for elite performers
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The Integrative Healing Certification programme is the first of its kind
in history. The system of Integrative Healing took Jana 10+ years to
build, and now it is time to share it with the world. Members of this
offer are certified by The School of Integrative Healing to become
practitioners of the multiple healing modalities in the system (outlined
on the next page).

This unique healing work is the key to successful manifestation. It
places an emphasis on diving into wounds, trauma, and consciousness
in order to cstep into your limitless potential. In each wound there is
gold, and through the Certification, members will be taught how to
alchemise those experiences, both in themselves and with others, to
ultimately live more abundant and fulfilled lives.

This certification is for those who desire a deeper understanding of 
 healing from multiple dimensions (physical, emotional, mental, on
the level of the soul & energetic). At the end of the certification course,
practitioners will feel confident in their knowledge of how all the
dimensions of healing fit together in one unified system, and how they
can help their clients in a more comprehensive, integrated level with
these multidimensional modalities.

€25k for 12 months
Payment plans are available upon request.
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TSIH CERTIFICATION
become one of the few practitioners certified in the

revolutionary process of integrative healing



TSIH CERTIFICATION

Modalities Covered
The neuroendocrine system 

 
How trauma and chronic stress impact

the body physically (and how to heal this)
 

Integrative nutrition
 

Emotional clearing
 

Tools to reprogram the unconscious mind
 

Relationships + the unconscious mind
 

Trauma types
 

Healing trauma through sexual healing
 

Shamanic medicine 
 

Energy medicine
 

Belief work
 

Embodiment
 

Manifestation 
 

Wealth energetics
 

The basics of business
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TSIH CERTIFICATION

What's Included
Education on the multiple healing modalities

Exams on the modalities from all four bodies

Support with case studies

Practice sessions for practitioners

Private Practitioner Facebook community

2-day, in-person training on various healing
modalities held in Ibiza, choose from 12th-
14th April 2023 or 22nd-24th November 2023

Sessions to support as you navigate
situations as a practitioner

Monthly calls

Becoming certified by TSIH

TSIH Certification logo on your website

Being part of our directory of certified
integrative healing experts

Education and practices emphasizing
beliefs, money, manifestation, and business
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Register now!MASTERMIND &
CERTIFICATION

Click here to register for
TSIH Business Mastermind

BUSINESS
MASTERMIND

Click here to register for
TSIH CertificationCERTIFICATION
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INTEGRATIVE HEALING

€18k for 12 months

THE SCHOOL OF

The School of Integrative Healing (TSIH) is a 12-month, comprehensive,
multiple-modality membership programme that educates and
empowers members to self-heal and alchemise their lives from the
inside out.

It is the first of its kind in the world. Jana’s signature integrative healing
practice was birthed from the concept that true healing requires
multiple practices, dimensions, and approaches. Inside TSIH, you are
provided the tools you need to become the empowered creator of your
reality. Live trainings, modules, and videos include healing techniques
that allow you to transform every aspect of your life: wealth, love,
purpose, sexuality, physical health, business, and beyond. 

Payment plans are available upon request.
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TSIH is an all-encompassing method to
help you shed the past so you can rise,
change your destiny, and create the life
that you really, truly desire. Anything is
possible and everything is available,
and Jana instils this energy into the
TSIH community and teachings.



INTEGRATIVE HEALING
THE SCHOOL OF

What's Included
TSIH membership Hub filled with multiple
course (the IH modalities, MDB,
manifestation hub etc) (this bought on it's
own would be worth €40k) 

Monthly intensives on various topics from
multidimensional business, energetics,
shamanism + inner healing. 

Guest workshops by leaders in their field

Supportive and private Facebook
community

One CEO week a month

Personalised comprehensive Health
Analysis and group session to understand
your results

Education and practices emphasizing
beliefs, money, manifestation, and business
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Access to a private members only podcast 

Two facebook lives p/month 

Any 1:1 support will be through premium
packages or audio coaching packages

Members only meditation channel 



Join us!
INTEGRATIVE HEALING

THE SCHOOL OF

Click here to join The School of
Integrative Healing
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Peak performers who want to take their health and businesses to
the next level
CEOs and innovators who want a  multidimensional approach to
building their business.
Resilient humans who aren’t just after some fast cash, but are here
to build long-term, sustainable businesses that last generations

Fast-tracking your results, bending time, and growing in a way that
doesn't make logical sense
How to market, and grow a business in a way that is scaleable,
predicable and sustainable.
Alchemising beliefs and wounds and being able to step into the
fullness of your destiny + power
Overcoming obstacles in your business journey whilst transforming
them into gifts

The Four Pillars of Multidimensional Business (MDB) is a self-paced
course that will change the lives of all business owners. It is for:

MDB is revolutionising the way the world sees and approaches
business, wealth and success. Its unique process of applying the four
bodies to business has never been seen before: the physical (the
structures and strategies required to build a sustainable & scaleable
business), the emotional & mental (the beliefs and wounds we must
alchemise in order to step into our greatness), the spiritual
(transforming business obstacles into our greatest gifts), and the
energetic (creating from a place of pure possibility and bending time
to grow exponentially).

 Inside the course, you will learn the secrets to:

BUSINESS

€5555

MULTIDIMENSIONAL
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a revolution in business strategy



Join us!
BUSINESS
MULTIDIMENSIONAL

Click here to join The Four Pillars
of Multidimensional Business
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WHAT’S INCLUDED
1:1

12 MO
BIZ
MM

TSIH
CERT

TSIH

TSIH Facebook community

Live or pre-recorded on manifestation,
implementation of ANY of the modalities,
business, and peak performance

Live or pre-recorded IH modality (the spiral
of the IH System)

Renowned expert teachers

Lifetime access to The School of Integrative
Healing portal with 8 months of workshops
pre-recorded 

Exams after each body

Case studies

Certification in Integrative Healing

IH Certification logo on your website

Added to our directory of practitioners

2-day in-person training (in Ibiza - healing
modalities)

2-day in-person business training (in Costa
Rica - business)

Monthly practice sessions

Monthly certification calls

Private business certification community
with monthly challenges

1 year private coaching with Jana, with
Whatsapp access

Ultra Premium Bespoke 3-day VIP Healing
Accelerator

Deep Permanent Energetic and
Neurological Programming Clearings

Access to Jana's Board of World-Renowned
IH Experts

Multiple Pre-Recorded Multi-Dimensional
and Multi-Modality Courses

At a Glance

x

x
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year-long programs
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